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-Breaking away
Knight football drill.s began Aug. 14.
Marty Fisher reports on practice o·n
page 16.

Lab tests show the album's .a tomic
weight isn't up to gold or platinum. See
review, page 11.
·
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Semester change,
more applications
delay financial aid
~ans may or may_ not be based on
need. Grants are "gifts" which are not
repaid, the majority of which are basThe change from quarters to - ed on need. The most popular of these
semesters, coupled with a drastic in- is the Pell Grant, formerly the BEOG.
Work-study programs provide partcre~ se in financial aid applications
has. caused a two month delay in pr~ time, on-campus employment for
cessing applications, according to Don students. Scholarships are based on
Baldwin, director of Student Financial · academic performance and may be
funded through public or private
Aid.
Baldwin says that "the situation is agencies.
In fiscal year 1980-81, · 6,600
frustrati1:1g but not critical" and "the
students were assisted at a cost of
changeover is going smoothly."
The delay in processing loans and $13.6 million. Baldwin estimates that
$15 million will be spent in 198-1-82.
gra~ts has caused a 100 percent inBut
even with a $1.5 million yearly increase in short-term loan applications,
Baldwin says the federal
crease,
but Baldwin has $80,000 in short-term
is looki.ng for a 25 percent
goverpment
loan funds and · is .adding $SO,OOO in
across
the
board
savings between now
reserve funds to help students with this
and
1984.
He
explained
that the cuts
trasition. He added that not only are
not
come
all
at
once,
but
gradual will
twice as many students applying, but
they're borrowing twice as much ly, so as not to affect the truly needy
students.
money.
Last year, eligibility for the Student ·
Baldwin stated that students
previously receiving monies 0n the Loan and Pell Grant programs were
based on a family's adjusted gross inquarter system will have to be especialcome of $30,000 or less. If neither the
ly careful not to use· up all their funds
befor~ the semester is over. He explain- · House nor the Senate adopts a resolued that on the quarter system, students tion or disapproval prior to Oct. I that
had to budget their funds for an aprox- figure may be lowered to $25,000.
Brian LaPeter/Future
imate 12-week period, but will now Those familles with incomes above . Long lines fonn at financial aid office.
that
amount
will
have
to
submi.t
a
have to adjust themselves to a 16-week
period. "That one-month difference· Financial Needs Analysis to be con- plicants. She added that requirements cent from last year, and 14 percent on
may change as Congress may deem parent loans, up from 9 percent last
could be crucial if funds run out too sidered for these programs.
year. "The changes in financial aid
early," he said.
According to K.K. Kalberer-Ford, modification necessary.
There are four types of financial aid students who have previously received
Other changes include a raise in in~ . policies are effective Oct. I and have
loans, aid will not automatically receive terest rates - 5 percent on a National caused a 33 percent' rise in application
available to UCF students:
grants, work-study and scholarships.
special consideration over new ap- Direct Student Loan, which is up 1 per- for fall semester." said Baldwin.

by

V~vian

Katz

Future Staff

by Bryan· McLawhom
Future Staff

UCF joins
semester
calendar

The Florida Board of Regents has
impfemented a plan putting UCF'
. and the state's other eight universities on a common semester calendar coinciding with that already used by the state's 28 community colleges.
Starting this month, students will
be attending class for a 15-week
semester rather than a· 10-week
quarter. Students will be responsible
for more material under this plan

than they wer~ under the old
method, acc0fding to one UCF 'instructor.
Under the previous system, the
academic vea r was divided into
thrre I 0-week quarters and ash9rter

See related stories

page 3

summer quarter. The new plan includes two S{'mest~rs which begin to
August and April, along with ~
shorter summer session.
Some students may have difficulty with the changeover, while others

will not . be affected at all. Those
students who were in the middle of a .
course sequence under quarters,
may have to repeat course material
if tlie class needed to complete the
sequence has been combined with
another under semesters.
The cost of going to school has increased this fall. An upper level
course has increased in cost from
$16.50 per · quart~r hour to $25 per
seme~ter hour for Florida residents.
~ower division classes were increased from $ 15 per hour to $ 22. 50 per
hour:

Page 2
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At A Glance
Announcem.e nts

Which Water Heater
Saves You More Money?

; Sept. 18 is the deadline foi: all students to have their photo ID cards
validated for fall semester with an orange "Fal~ 1981" sticker on 'the face of
the card.
Students can go to th~ Information Booth on the second floor of the .Administration Building to have their card validated or to have their picture
taken between the hours of 11 a.m. and 3 p.m. Monday through Friday.
For the convenience of ~vening students, the Information Booth will be
open for ID pictures and validations on Tuesdays from 5 p.m. to 7 p.m.
For more information, call X2624 .
Due to the change from the quarter system tb the semester system, the s~u
dent Financial Aid Office located inthe Administration Building Room 120
.. will be open evenings. The night office hours beginning Aug. 25 ·will be
Tuesday and Wednesday evenings from 5 p .m. to 8 p.m . .
The Society of Women Engineers (SWE) is actively seeking new members
through their ca-mpaign "Get a piece of the PI." SWE is. in the process of
setting up a common study area and asking the help of the Engineering
Department to find tllltors for the more difficult subje~ts . SWE is open to
all students, especially those in the. Sciences.
SWE has a list of scholarships availible for qualified women. Also, in
cooperation' with the Engineering Department and through a special grant,
SWE is looking .for women who already hold a BS degree and is encouraging these women to do their graduate work in Engineering.
For more information about SWE and its programs, stop by the engineering building the second week of school. A table will be set up outside.
Niu'e Real Estate courses wlll be offered in September .through UCF's College of_ Extended Studies. ·
In addition to those courses designed. for salespersons and brokers, the
schedule also lists a review course, one in appraisal principles, two in continuing education and the National Association of Home Builders merchandising, advertising promotion ~nd sales course.
There are two Real Estate I courses for prospective salespersons. There is
an 8-week session starting Sept. ·2 with classes Monday and Wedn~sday ·
from 6 to 9:30 p.m. at Bishop Moore High School. A second course begins
September 15 with classes Tuesday and Thursday from 6- to 10 p.m. and
Saturday and Sunday from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m . through October 1. Tuition is
$90 including books.
A 2-week brokers course (Real Estate II) begins Sept. 10 on the main UCF
campus. Classes will meet Tuesday and Thursday from 6 p.m. to 10' p.m.
and Saturday and ~unday from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Tuition is $120 with all
materials.
The Rea·l Estate Reveiw ~ourse will be conducted Sept. 11-13 at UCF's
South Orlando campus in Orlando Central Park. Classes will meet on Friday from 6 to 10 p.m. and on Saturday and Sunday from 9 a .m. to 5 p.m.
Tuition is $30 and includes the text.
·
The course in appraisal principles begins Sept. 1 and concludes Oct. 1.
Glasses will meet Tuesday and Thursday from 6:30 to 9:30 p.m. at Winter
Park High School. Tuition is $180 and includes . all course material.
Continuing education courses will meet Sept. 4-5 at the-South Orlando
campus and Sept. 18-19 on the main. Gampus. All classes will meet from 6
p.m. to ·l l p .m. Friday and 9 a .m . to 7 p.m. Saturday. Tuition is $30 with a
textbook. There also is a special correspondence course in continuing
education for $14.50.
·
The Real Estate Securities course will be cond~cted each Tuesday and
.Thursday from 6:30 to 9:30 p.m . beginning. September 8 for four weeks.
Tuition is $120 with materials.
NAHB's course will begin September 9, with ~lasses each Monday and
Wednesday from 6:30 to 9:30 p.m. through October 12 at Winter Park
High School: The $120 tuition covers all materials.
Further information on the courses is available by calling 275-2126 .

LET THE SUN HEAT YOUR WATER!

U.C.F. COMMUNITY SPECIAL
•Low Cost Solar Water Heating
• Sola·r Pool & Spa Heating ·
•Non-Chemical Water Conditioning

FREE Home Survey·& Estimate
CALL TODAY&S·A VETODAY
339-4555
834-0205

or

SUN ENERGY CONNECTIONS, INC.
State Certified.Plumbi~g & ~echanical Contractors

Update
The Central Florida Research Park, which originally expected to announce its first tenants at'a July 24 groundbreaking ceremony, is still work.
ing on final negotiations with several businesses.
According to Administrative Assistant Dane McGovern, the Research
Park is now negotiating a contract to begin the construction of $1 million
worth of roads and utility lines. The main road will be directly off Alafaya
Trail, one-half mile south o.f the university entrance.
.
_
The park will be patterned after Research Triangle in North Carolina,
which is affiliated with Duke University, North Ca-rolina Stae University ,
and the University of North Carolina .
Park occupants will have-acess to resources of the state university system.
UCF researchers will be able to lend their expertise to business and industry tenants.

Show Your Student l.D.
And Receive A 10% Discount
On All Services
Mon.-Wed.
(Not to be used with other discounts)

Florida's state presidents are getting seven percent salary increases this
year following a recent decision by the State Board of Regents.
· UCF President Trevor Colboum's salary could be as high as $72,655.
His salary last year was $66,500:
University of Florida President Robert Marston and Florida State University President Bernard Sliger are both eligible for motl than $80,000 in
salaries. These figures exceed Gov . Bob Graham's pay which is $65,000
annually.

Complete Hairstyling For Men and Women

Z3<f%>D

Command Performanee
ff OURS
M-F 10 to 9
Sat. 9 to8
Sun. 12:30 to 5

Winter Park Mall
534 N. Orlando Ave.
Winter Park, Fl. 32789
628-8936

I
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New program replaces
Environmental Studies
by Bryan Mclawhorn
Future Staff

Students graduating under the
1981-82 catalog will no longer be required to take upper-level environmental studies classes as they have in
. previous years.
The old Environmental Studies Program, both lower and upper level, has
been replaced with the new General
Education Pr~gr.am.
Previously,
students were required to co~plete at
least one upper division course in five
colleges other than the one in~ which
they were enrolled. A ' total of 15
quarter hours was mandatory.
Under the new general studies plan,
a student will only need six hours of
3000 level ~ourses to satisfy requirements in this area. Courses for
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this program have been selected by a
W~\\ .. .. ·
1
university wide ·committ-ee.
The basic studies requirements have
. remained relatively unchanged aside
from the fact that due to the new
Atl~
semester ·system, students will now be
spending more time in basic English,
history and mathematics classes.
Dr. Dan Coleman, director ·of Institutional Research, said: "The G€neral
Education Program gives students the
opportunity -to study one subject in
greater detail. This results in the
students becoming self-lea~ners. They
will want to read outside of the class
on their own." For example, Coleman
said students are now required to take
a year-long humanities sequence,
whereas under the old system only one expanded from just one course, ENC mathematics courses will be restricted
quarter was required.
1103, to a two course requirement, to two courses, College Algebra and
The basic English program has been ENC 1101 and 1102. The choice of· Finite Mathematics.

. , , No
t>\ 'I\ t>E" ~'1 A'1\-\\({b. ··
.. . NO-··

... ·

UCF begins semester as early as possible
by Kathleen Foronda .

He said that all state univerversities
had to choose an opening date from
within a given time span from Aug. ?4
N.ow that thr state univernitv svstC'm
to Aug. 31 .
has a common calendar, stud.ents may · "In the second term we're· going to
still wonder why the nine state univer- . have to start between Jan. 3 and Jan.
sities have begun the school year on 10, and in the summer it will be from
different dates.
May 6 through May 13," he said.
According to UCF Provost, Dr. "The law prescribes that you start
Leslie Ellis, there "isn't much dif- then."
The University of Florida and UCF
ference."

future Staff

f

started Aug. 24. The University of
Northwest Florida began Aug. 25," a.od
Florida International and the University of North Florida began Aug. 26.
Florida State University, Florida A
and M University, University of South
Florida and Florida Atlantic University all begin classes Aug. 31.
By law, Ellis said that each university has to have 210 days of instruction
within the year excluding exam weeks,

or 220 days including exam weeks.
. "UEF intended to have two terms
each with 75 days,'' Ellis said. "In our
opinion, it was to everyone's advantage to start on the 24th.,,· .
He said schools starting Aug. 31 will
just have to compensate for having
fewer days in the fall term by scheduling more school days in the spring
term.

Future-August 28,1981
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Black sororities forming On campus

Administrators
planning PhD
•
•
•
1n
eng1neer1ng
UCFis planning its first doctoral program in engineering
which may begin as early as
January 1982.
The Florida Boar~ of Regents
recently approved a .proposal
permitting UCF to _plan a Ph.D.
program encompassing electrical, environmental,· industrial
and mechanical' engineering:
Enrollment . in UCF's College
of Engineering has been increasing at a 16 percent rate annually, and more than 2, 100
students are expected this fall ,
said Dean Robert D. Kersten.
The state legislat~re recognized
tha t during its recent session , and
allocated $400,000 to plan a new
engineering building on campus.
The new doctoral program,
said Kersten , not onl y wil! suppl y
graduates to industry, but will
help ease a critica·l national shortage of engineering facult y.
The College of Engineering has
an annual research income exceeding $1,000,000 from such
sources as Pratt-Whitney Aircraft Martin Marietta Aerospace,
Environmental Protection Agency, Naval
Training Eql!ipment Center, NASA ,
the Governor's Energy office,
Florida Public Service Com-mission, National.Science Foundation and the naval Research
Laboratory.

A sorority for black women is
regrouping and starting again at UCF,
according
to
Anne
Broughton,
assistant dean of area campus services
and evening students.
The sorority, Delta . Sigma Theta
.received its UCF charter in 1974 but
became inactive two years ago.
"This year we had more requests
(about a sorority) we thought it would
be a good ti me ' to start again,"
Broughton said.
Delta Sigma Theta, sponsored by
university personnel who are sorority

aiumnae, does not participate in a
rush , or membership drive, as do
UCF's other six sororities. Instead, the
orga nization receives the names of
women interested in JOmmg the
sorority and then selects those it feels
are most qt1alified.
One other predominantly black
sorority is also interested in forming at
UCF. Zeta Phi Beta has not yet
received a UCF charter but is in the
initial stages of organization, according to Broughton.

Whif P DPlta Sigma Th eta and Zeta
Phi BPta an' busily organizing th Pir.
sororities, other campus frat prnities
and sororities are busy rPCruiting
pledges during Rush Week .
Throughout this week, students who
registf~Pd for Rush Week will be attending parties held by individual
fra temi ties and sororities.
Students may pay $5 to register for
for Rush Week at tahles on the Student
Center Green.

Norman the Armadillo
YET ANO\t\ER QVAA'TERSEMEST~R

by Dave Mitchell

OO?S-

~LL Re~t)'f

HI GANG! WE'Re

FOR S\'lCTEEN Wce\<:S OF
~NE~ SLAf>PER~ A"10 BofFD

L'- fFS •..

UCFSPECIAL
t:>resent valid student ID and receive
FREE medium size drink
·w ith the purchase of any sub excluding minis

CJ)

GABRIEL'S

>('1:::c'1
.:::=
!"'~

(OFFER EXPIRES 12-31-81)
Good only at our Winter Springs (Fairway Shopping Center) location

* ,,
r.:..'11_____
~

.....

1.5MI.

434

tN

\

Phone ahead for fast pick-up 327-2334
HOURS MTW 10-8 Thur. Fri. Sat. 10-9

FAIRWAY SHOPPING Cf;NTER

.

MARKETPLACE
typists
EXPERT TYPING: 22 yrs. exp. Full time. Tenn
papers, theses, reports, resumes, etc. Correction
of spelling, grammar, punc. and editing included.
Reasonable. Call Bea.678-1386.

273-5610
UNIVERSITY Vl.LLAS
Furnished & Unfurnished $220-$240
2 Pools, Tennis Courts ·

Excellence in TYPING helps the appearance and
the gnde! Term papers, Thesis, Dissertations.
Materials supplied & editing available. Work done
on IBM Sel. II - 1 mi. from campus. Call Marti 3656874 before 7:30 AM or after 5:38 PM.

On-site bus svc. to UCF & Colonial Mall

DORM SIZE REFRIGERATOR· 5 cubic ft., Kenmore.
Also has compact freezer. Brand new - only been
New • 2-bdrm. 2-bath on pretty wooded lot near used 2 months. Real bargain. Call Doug at 869·
UCF. Ctrl. air & heat, refrigerator, range, carpets, 1498 or Russ, 339-5100.
storage room. $350f mo. $200 deposit. Call 8942434.
3 mobile homes • 1982's, brand new, never been
lived in.
2-bdrm 2-bath apt. in Wtr. Park. Pool, tennis. 14x54, 2-bdrm 1-bath, $8,000
Close .to campus & shopping. No pets. $425f mo. 14x56, 2-bdrm. 2-bath, $8,200
Call 628-5785.
14x70, 3-bdrm. 2-bath, $11,000
Call Juan at 265-5709.

Typing service available, 11 years experience.
Close to UCF. Call Denise, 275-6257.
Professional typing. Accuracy and neatness will be
hard to beat. 20 years' experience including
dissertations, master's papers, term papers, etc.
.. IBM typewriter, paper supplied. Close to campus.
Call Judy, 677-1-902 or 275-2351.

f-----------------1

carp()ol
Titusville 10 to 6 MWRF. 267-9391.

/

IMPROVE YOUR GRADES, FAST ACCURATE
TYPING, REASONABLE RATES! 10% DISCOUNT
WITH AD. Paper supplied, editing if requested.
exp., full-time. Kathy's Typing Service. 568-2969.
Rates too high? Call me! Prof. typist, 16 yrs. experience at low rates; call DAY or EVENINGS 6784360.

Package deal on a living rm. set, consists of 10
pieces of chrome furniture & glass tables, 2 bar
stools & TV. Bedroom set consists of twin beds,
dresser & nightstand. All furniture is in super
condition. Just $500 or best offer. Call 275-2371
(ask for Ruth) or 327-0314.

Open 7 Days

• Typing specialist for students & professors. IBM
& Turabian style. Nancy -851-4489.

Sten-a.Type
TYPING-WORD PROCESSING
Dissertation • Theses
851-5252

for sale

for rent

QuaUty Cars
77 Rabbit auto-air AM·FM '58,000 mi. $2950
78 Datsun King Cab 4-spd. 28,000 mi. $3950
76 ~udi Fox Wagon stereo 62,000 mi. $3000
68 Mercedes rebuilt eng. 115,000 mi. $3200
See at Auto Specialties of Oviedo
Call 365-5606
By owner - Chickasaw Woods, 3/2 home on quiet
cul-de-sac. Great room, lg. kitchen w/ pass-thru
bar, 26.7xi.2 covered patio, fenced yard, ceiling
fans; 12 mi. to UCF. Assumable 10% · mtg.
$69,800. Call 273-6245 for info. or weekend appt.

Upholstered couch & 2 chairs, $125. 671-1530.

roommates

Room in private home, 1 mile from campus, with
-----------------1
private bath, kitchen laundry privileges. Female
Services
only, nonsmoker preferred. $125/mo. and share
elecfphone. Call Marti Lyons X2811, or 365-6874

1

&

FREE PREGNANCY TESTING
Pregnant? Need help? 841·2223
Free Pap smear and breast exam
Call for appointment-Counseling for men
BETA Center, 419 N. Magnolia, Ori.

after 5:30 PM. ·

2 female roommates for large house in Altamonte
Springs area. Call 831-3115.

Roommate needed, male, nonsmoker to share a
new, 3-bdrm., energy-efficient home in nice neighABORTION SERVICES, birth control information, borhood. $165 plus % utilities. Call Bill, 6781-----------------lpregnancy tests and counseling. VD screening, low 9984.
cost, confidential services.
Central Florida Women's
Room & private bath in house on Dean Road.
Health Organization
$130fmonth & Yi utilities. Call 282-6617 after 6
Research Associate jobs for Psychology majors
609 E. Colonial Dr., Orlando
PM. Females only.
with career interest in Human Factors Psychology.
898-0921
Educational background in experimental
- - - Room for rent, comp. furn. 1 mile from camp. 282·
psyc~ology: learning, perception, experimental
design-statistics and in computer science: FOR- Gay Social Services of Central Florida offering 2440.
.
TRAN, BASIC, scientific applications. SophfJr legal and medical referral, counseling, hot line
level students to work 20 hr/wk in Human Factors with trained members & special activities. For in· Room • female student, Oviedo, 365-62.?8.
Research Lab. $5.75 to start. Contact: Prof. Ab- formation call 843-2750.
$150fmo. util. included, kitchen priv.
bott, Psy. Dept. UCF, CB 321, 275-2216. Bring
your transcript, course schedule, and resume.
ABORTION SERVICES, FREE PREGNANCY TEST, Female roommate needed in trailer 1/2 mile on
LOW COST BIRTH CONTROL. Privacy, confiden- Hwy. SO. Rent $130. Call 896-6611 Rm. 5236,
Free room & % of gross to manage new 8-unit tiality guaranteed. Birth Control Center, Inc., 725 leave message, or call 282-5481.
motel in Oviedo. Two or more responsible studen- N. Magnolia Avenue. Available by phone 24 hours
ts. Call 365-3648.
a day: 422-0606; or toll free 1 (800) 432-8517.
TYPING • Anything & everything. Very reasonable.
Call Holli. 677-5983 or 678-7371. ·

Stereo equipment • 2 JBL L65 wt ring tweeter.
Retail $1250, asking $492/pair. Also, CM Labs .
Disco mixer,. $75. Call Jim, 275-4704.

help wanted

628-0405
I oll I r l'I ' 8()() 4 12-'l2 44
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Expressway discount program renewed
Perez told the authority such t1gure~
through September, 1982.
· Perez described the absence of do not represent actual demand for the
students at the earlier meeting as a tollway discounts.
The cheaper toll is offered to
"tactical error."
The East West Expressway Authori"It was ·the result of one administra- students who · present toll booth
ty r~newed a program offering UCF
students toll booth discounts despite its
"It was the result of one administration going out, and
early cqncern that few students were
another CO:"Jing in." ·
interested in the service.
The authority began offering
students a five cent discount on its 25
Tico Perez
cent toll in April, 1980 through a contract with Student Government. In its tion going out, and another coming workers with coupons purchased from
June 17 meeting, the authority voted in," he said. Perez . and new Student' Student Government. "We sold out of
not to renew the contract beyond its Body President George Chandl~r took all 'the tickets we had printed last
June 3o expiration date.
office in late June. Both said no one year," Perez said. The low number of
"No one showed up at the meeting .to from the previous administration told students repeeming coupons at the toll
a'rgue for continuing the discount," them the discount program would soon booths resulted from the low number
said authority spokesman Sus.a n ·expire.
of tickets available to students, he said.
Henderson. "The members assumed
Authority members were also disapSG accountant Ray Heine said, "We
the students weren't interested."
pointed that an average of 100 formerly used a local printer and we
Student Body Vice .President Tico students a day took advantage of the were at his mercy for printing time and
Perez appeared at the authority's Aug . program during its first year. Authori- delivery." The monthly amount of
19 meeting arguing there was student ty Director Jphn Gray said such tickets printed went as low as 1,257 in
demand for the discounts and the pro- numbers were "insignificant" in com- June and as high as 3,698 in April.
gram should be renewed. The authori- parison with the 80,000 who ride the
Henderson said that when the
ty voted to continue the program .expres.sway daily.
authority' first decided to drop the pro-

by Mary Wilson
Editor-In-Chief

,..

"II

·A aron Rents ·
·F urniture ·.

THE HAIR SHOP
·P ree-i s ion Style Cut $ 7. 00

..

gram "it just didn't know student participation was actually as high as it
was."
Student Government changed its
printer in April, purchasing 7 ,500 discount tickets for $1, 700. Perez said t~e
total would be "more than enough"to
last through September 1, 1982.
Discount coupons are now on sale in
the Student Center's Office of Centralized S~r~ices.For . $2.70 a student
may buy a l 0-coupon book.
Student Government subsidizes the
cost of offering discount tickets to
students by reimb11r s~ng the a1:1thority
the amount lost on redeemed coupons,
plus a two cent p~r coupon handling
charge. SG officials estimate 3,000 to
5,000 coupons will be used over the
next 12 months with cost of the service
ranging from $3,348 to $5,580.
Subsidies for the discount program
are ultimately paid by UCF students.
SC collects its funds from a portion of
student tuition .·Perez said the program
was worth c~ntinuing because it purchases a student service .

'

10509 E. Colonial Dr.
(Winn Dixie Center)
lJNION PARK

. Full Service Salon

Walk-Ins Welcome

282-1700
Daily.9-5 Tues. & Thurs. til 8
....

"SATURDAY 0

.

ST'tJDENT cox~rI< A· c~~rs
'fELE\TISION I<EXT'.t\LS

NO DEPOSIT FOR
UCFSTUDENTS

.

13 4fo f)FF FlltST ~lf)NTH"S ltENT
Wit It This 1\d
;:;2:~2

SOl T'TJI ()J{,:\;\'(;E A>T-E.

8n t -nH t o

-LIVE"
1981FOOTBAllSEASON
TICKETS
NOW ON SALE!
All-7 Home Games Only *25.00
*·* *UCF STUDENTS $16.00 * * *
TICKET LOCATIONS
KIOSK-MON., WED., FRI., 11:30-2:30
EDUC. TICKET BOOTH-MON. 5:00-7:00
{LOBB1)
THUR. 11:00-2:00
~PMIN. INFO. BOOTH-MON. THRU FRI. 11:00~1:00
· (2nd FLOOR)
(Week ol 8/31 Only)
For Further Information
Call 275-2625

TUES. 12:00-3:00·
(After 9/7/81)

·NOW SERVl~G BREAKFAST 6:30-11:00 AM
Ham, Roast Beef, Turkey, Swiss Cheese

JASON DELUXE
Ham, Turkey, Cotto Salami, Provolone Cheese

HOAGIE
ROAST BEEF (Available in Brat Jr.)
HAM'N CHEESE (Avai lable in Brat Jr.)
CORNED BEEF (Available in Brat. Jr.)
REUBEN
Corned Beef, Swiss Cheese, Sauerkraut
TURKEY (Available in Brat Jr.)
PASTRAMI Smoked & ~piey

CHICKEN FILLET
KIELBASA
SALAMI
CHEESE SANDWICH

BOWL

s2.oo 1-$2.00
s1.$0 I•
s1.8s.

COUPON ·--1

soe OFF •
I

$i-:95 I .

I
$2.20
Sl.85 I
$LBS I
$L65 I
.$1.$5 I
$1.70
$1.70 I
I

ANY REGULAR
SANDWICH OR
SALAD PLATIER
WITH THIS COUPON.
YOU MAY
PURCHASE UP TO
3 SANDWICHES WITH
THIS SINGLE ·

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

_________ ..

SALAD BAR

·PLATTER 1.94

$2.05

COUPON E'XPIRES

SEPT.9,1981

1.35

MUCH MUCH MORE

PH. 331-4241 OR CARRY OUT
990 Semoran at Red Bug Road

DINE IN

NEXT TO BIG 10 TIRE STORE

CASSELBERRY, FLA. 32707
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UCF in step with trend toward older students
..Eddie Mae Ledbetter didn't do
much in her life, but her death made
an impression on me even though I
never knew her," said 42-year-:old Pat
Robinson, a June graduate of UCF's
civil engineering program.
Severa·} years ago, Robinson saw the
st;anger's obituary which read, "she
was· a Baptist and housewife."
That was all," said Robinson, who
reflected on her. own accomplishments·
after reading the brief obituary.
Robinson had never been to college.
"I never missed it. I had been a mother
~nd the wife of a carreer military officer. During. those years, I never
thought about college," she. said.
But once she became a student, she
found engineering to be challenging
and rewarding."I am looking forward
to my second 40-year-phase-being an
engineer.''
. Pat Robinson is representative of a

shift in the nation's college popula~
tions. .
The "typical" student is
gradually changing from the 20-yearold to an older individual. Many are
taking the opportunity to attend college for the first time, while others are
·pursuing second careers, or getting advanced training in their professions.
From .197 4 to 1979, the number of
students over 35 years old in U.S. colleges and unive~sities increased by 37
percent, and two-thirds of .that group
were female, according to a 1979. Census Bureau report on college enrollment.
Enrollment rates for the 25-to-35 age
group increased by 26 percent in the
same five-year . period-again, with
women in the lead. In 1979, . the
number of women 25 and older ~as ·up
63 percent from the 197 4 figures. But
the percentage of men attending four
year colleges in the same age group re-

maim·<l <.:onstan t.
Attendance at UCF reflects the same
trend.
Then' are 897 women over
age 35 - ~ompare<l to 495 men - attending classes .on a full or part-time
basis. Overall, students over 25 comprise nearly 40 percent of the UCF student body .
Many of the older, part-time students
are coming back for further education
or retraining, said Leslie Ellis, vice
president . of academic affairs and
university provost. Another factor affe9ting the trend toward older students
is the many people seeking two or mor
c3reers in their lifetimes, particularly
retired military people, Ellis said.
"In engineeri11g, rn .111y of our older
students are here to update their
knowledge· hecause they work in
fields where technology is developing
rapidly," said George ·Schrader,
associate dean of the College of

Engineering.
Schrader acknowledged that older
students who attend UCF part time
sometirn_es have problems scheduling
courses to accommodate their jobs.
"We try to offer thr~e or. fO'ur
undergraduate courses at night each
term .
Our . gr<1duate courses are
available on video tapes which are
sent to campuses at Daytona Beach,
Melbourne, South Orlando and
Brevard. We've done quite a bit to accommodate older students who are
working in area industries," Schrader
said.
Owen Elder, dean of the College of
Health, noted that "many of our
students have. worked in a health field
with a two-year degree, and have
decided to come back.
Since · the over-25 population nationally is increasing, the number of
Students, page 7

NEED AUTO INSURANCE?
l

You need to call.:. ·
New FREE catalog lists the best in hypnotic self-help tapes.
All tested, proven, sold with complete money-back guarantee.
PROSPERITY• SELF-CONFIDENCE •GOOD HEALTH
STOP SMOKING• WEIGHT LOSS• E.S.P. •BETTER MEMORY
IMPROVE SEX.UAL LIFE•MANY MORE!
Send Today For Amazing FREE Catalog.
UNIVERSAL CENTRE
P.O. BOX 188
· FERN PARK, FL. 32730

Hillel - Jewish
---Baptis~ Camp'f:lS Ministry -----

United Canipus Ministry
Telephone 2468 ·
Rooill· 207 Student Center
- - - - - - D o Good------Wesley Foundation - Methodist - --Newman Club - Catholic - -

Command
Performance
Make a deposit or

THE PERMANENT·WAVE CO.
1900MURDOCKBLVD. UNIONPARK
PHONE 275-5980

pick your own identification
number. Make it easy ...
your birthday, your anniversary, your street address.
It's attention to details
like this that makes the
Command 24 card so
easy to use.

withdrawal from your
checking or savings
account. Transfer funds.
. Pay Combanks install. ment loan~ or mortgages.
Pay utility bills or verify
. Command
your checking account
balance. All with the new
Service
Command 24 card.
. 24 hours a day, 7 days a
week. You can use your
Command
Command 24 card all over
Attention
town at many convenient
Command 24 lets you
locations.

Union Park
Shopping
Plaza

•

Murdock Rd.

.....

Now we

have an
electronic
system to .
give you
a perfect
perm.

North

Recognized by Teddy Ulm~ and the
Institute of Adva.nced Hair Styling
Offering the new SPIRAL PERM for young adults

Bank
Member FDIC

PERMANENTWAVE ...................... $12.50
HAIR CUT ...................................... $3.00
SHAMPOO & SET .......................... $4.00
ELECTRONIC COMPUTERIZED PERM ... $25.00
(1) Curly Look Perm~n~nt, (2) Soft Wave Permanent, or
(3) Wash & Wear Perman·ent
·
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STUDENTS-from page 6
students in t.h at category should increase proportionately, according to
the latest census report. But the rising
enrollment of older stuidents probably
will not competely offset the loss of
younger students, because older
students are more likely to enroll part
time, the report note<l. Nationally, 72
percent of students 25 and over attend
college part time, compred with l 7
percent of younger students.
Although the Census Bure.a u reports
that some colleges are having to
reshape courses for older.students, such
is not the case at UCF.
"UCF has always had a slightly
higher average student age. We have
always had a sizeable number of older,
part-time students. This is probably
typical of an urban, commuter university," Ellis said.

Page 7

PSC gives largest grant to UCF study
The Florida Public Serivce Commission awarded UCF and the Flordia Solar Energy Center three
grants totaling $667 ,913 to study
different energy saving-methods for
consumers.
The award represents the largest
dollar amount ever awarded to a
Florida university by the PSC.
Researchers from the university
and the UCF administered FSEC
will spend the next yea1 investigating the pros and cons of a
variety of water heating devices,
and designing homes with low
energy features to counter Florida's
unique climate.
The largest of the three grants is
$377 ,000, ·awarded for the study of
passive sol;u and low energy
building design . The research team

four methods of water heating will
be developed. The averages of efficiency and time-of-day use will be
relayed to the PSC for use in its
study on the impact of conser.ration
technologies on tht> state's electric
utilities, said Tim Merrigan, principle investigator for the FSEC
grant.
Dr. B.u rton E. Eno, chairman of
mechanical
engineering
and
aerospace sciencs at UCF, will lead
a third group of researchers who
will study the relative advantages of
heat recovery units and dedicated
heat pumps in residences. The PSC
awarded $85, 196 for the project.
All three research projects are expected to wind-up during the summer of 1982. Final repo1 ..s will be
made to the PSC for analysis then.

will be led by Dr. RobertD. Doering
and James. K Beck of the UCF
engineering faculty.
They will
modify eight residences to allow
more efficient conditioning of the
environment.
"Florida, because of its combination of high temperature, high
humidity and relatively low summer wind speeds, presents one of the
most demanding climates in the
country for
comfort
cooling
design," said Doering.
Researchers from the · FSEC,
awarded $205, 717 t will monitor 80
domestic hot .water' systems to compare relative performance of pifferent systems
By collecting data for at least a
year, the daily, monthly, seasonal
1nd annual averages for each of the

DR. JOHN J. HAMMERLI
OPTOMETRIST
VISION EXAMINATIONS•FRAMES & LENSES
CONTACT LENSES
10279 E. Colonial Dr. Union Park

273-7370

IN
TIRED OF BEING SNOWED
BY SHOE SALESMEN POSING AS AUDIO EXPERTS?
THEN IT'S TIME TO VISIT THE SPEAKERSHOP FOR A
DOSE OF FACT INSTEAD OF FICTION.
SPEAKER SYSTEMS• KITS•CABINETS
• X-OVERS• DRIVERS
•COMPLETE SYSTEMS
•REPAIRS ON ALL BRANDS
WHILE YOU WATCH

UNIVERSITY SQUARE
7416 UNIVERSITY BLVD.

Pub Specially·
f~6 J.~. j~ ~eN
"fl.\!<;> Cot.t.e>tNAtlOf'{

. At-\17

Of !:lf~I~ !-laI" ~ ~ :5w1~ C~
W11H al~~llitt.- ~ ~ .

~ I? U>I/~~~

Cheese Platters Salads Deli Sandwiches
Win~ . Bee.r
•

SOFEETWESTOFTHE e
WINTER PARK SINK HOLE

1019 W. FAIRBANKS AVE.
WINTER PARK, FL.
I BLK. EAST OF 17-92
628-1735

Weekend Entertainment

Wesley Foundation

WELCOME BACK
UCF!
United Methodist
•Monday•
SEARCH
4:00 P.M. - SSB 143
Topic: Letters of Paul

• Wednesday •
FELLOWSHIP
4:00 P.M. SOL

•Friday•
VOLLEYBALL
4:00 P.M. - Rec. Services

Rev. Bob Gibbs
SC 208 Ext. 2468

HAPPY HOUR
AUGUST28
4PM· .1 1 PM
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.STUDENTS IN THE NEWS

Governor appoints UCF student to ·BOR
by Kim Ha·wley

ment in each college which would be
Regents. Blount, former UCF student
regulated by the state.. Also, the
body president, is the first regent to bE
UCF student James Blount was ap· selected from :UCF, and will serve an
faculties of these colleges would be
pointed in August to the only student unofficial one year term. ·
compensated for their advisement
regent position on Florida's Board of
duties:
The BOR f~rmulates all' academic
Blount said his second project results
and administrative policies for
from his indignation over the control
Florida's nine state universities. ThE
responsibility of a· student · regent, university administrations have over
capital imporvement trust fuQd fees.
Blount said, "is to accurately repr_esent
the students of all the nine state univer· · These fees are generated by trust fund
sities and all 28 community colleges." moHies and are for improvements
"I plan to really be on cue as to what benefiting students.
Blount said he is outraged over the
our students want out of their educafact that universities aren't required to
tional system", Blount said.
To fulfill this responsibillity and the inform their respective student governneeds of Florida's students, Blount said ments how th'ese funds are being spent
he will bring two major projects to the • and stated that "no mechanism exists
whereby the Student Government can
BOR' s attention.
His refoqns
The project that Blount is most con- veto such spending."
cerned about is a system of statewide would require university a~ministra
academic advisement. He said it is tions to get the approval of Student
disturbing that many students aren't Governments befor_e expending such
properly advised and that advisement funds.
Blount, 22, said the effect his apis just as important as classroom inpointment will have on UCF is tremenstruction.
dous.
Blount's advisement plan wold involve the creation of centers of advise"I don't think it's going to cause any

Future Staff

miracles but it will make it poss.i.ble
for UCF to relay some concerns that
we might not have been able to otherwise," he said.
Blount questions the BOR's prediction that statewide university enrollment will level off in 1987. He said
UCF' s continuing enrQllment growth
shows otherwise, and stated that the
BOR doesn't reco~g nize the growth
potential of UCF and until it does the
academic expansion of UCF will be
stunted.
About his future plans Blount said:
"My goal is to end up at one of the Ivy
League · schools, preferably Harvard,
get my doctorate in education and
return to Florida to offer my services:"
Since students are the direct consti~
tuents of the BOR and since there
wouldn't be a BOR without students,
Blount said he felt his legacy should be
to leave the BOR sensitiv8
to1
students needs. "As long as the BOR is
sensitive to what students want and as
long as they welcome input from
students, I've done what I've committed my.self to do," he said.

Music inspires poetry of contest winner
by

Ch~ryl · Cass

Future Staff

"I have to listen to music, mood
music, to set the tone for what I want
to write about," said the first place
winner in the univers·ity competition of
the ahnual Florida Poetry Contest.
Describing his winning poem,
"Hotter Than" Anthony Thompson
said, "I always thought the poem was
so simple.''
Not qnly did Thompson win . first
place in the university competition, he
also received an honorable mention
with another poem,. "Nobody Says A
Damn Word."
The 198 l graduate of UCF has been
writing sirice he was a senior in high
school .
"I always listen to music when I
write," said Thompson. The type of
music I listen to changes my poetry."
Thompson says Stevie Wonder's music
has had the greatest influence on· his
writing.
Thompso~ saiq he constantly read
poetry when he was growing up but
didn't get serious about writing until
his sophmore year at UCF. It was after

His early ·poems were more general;
a writing classs in the summer of his
sophmore year that Thompson decided about feelings and emotions. The next
to change his major from business to stage of his poetry was more social and
political. , He said he was influenced by
English.
Thompson finds his style of writing the protest poetry he read while growchanges from month to morith. He ing up.
In the third stage of his writing he
says there are four distinct stages in his
poe~ry.
put more detail into his poems. He

Hotter than

On those days I walked home,
I would notice sdssor-rays
of a sun-peach
cutting into the tin roof
of Mr. Wiley's house ne,xt door.
Red earth, a dusty clump
between my long brown toes
as my heavy fe.et
pressed into the clay road.

children with burnt skin playing
hide and seek in the back yard,
and of daddy watering green plants
. · on the front p'Oreh.
And I could hear my mama call me
from her kitchen window
.
and see my·young sister
struggle from her swing to meet me
as I walked into the yard.

I would think,

of the time Aunt Susie visited,
we'd churn ice-cream,
eat sweet potatoes from mama's garden.

Sa.fis~ury Apartnients

And I would think
that those days
would always be.

now finds himself in a fourth stage,
writing black poetry.
Thompson
spends 15 to 20 hours a week writing
poetry. He was the first writing student at UCF to have a reading of his
poems on ca mp us.
This was the second year Thompson
entered the Florida Poetry Contest.
Another poem he wrote, "Someone
Stop Her From Bleeding," received
honorable mention in the American .
Collegiate Poetry Contest two years
ago. The poem was about an. abused
child.
Thompson took part in the Orange
County Poetry in the Schools prog ram
in the Spring of '80. He judged the
poetry of the' elementary school
children. "They changed my writing,
they gave me a lot of ideas. They are
so creative," said Thomps~:m.
Thompson hopes to go on tp
graduate school for counselor education. In addition to being a merriber of
the President's Leadership council, on
the University Judicial council, ·a peer
adviso~ and member of the orientation
team.
For the time being the. native Floridian is .busily writing more poetry.

851-12·9 4

-·

Large Studios $ 21 O/Month
SPECIAL:
$100 OFF SECURITY DEPOSIT
FOR COLLEC~E Sl 'lJDENTS

Hair Styling For Men and Women
HOURS:
NOW TI IROUGH SEPTEMBER
PHONE:
Bring Tliis ,\d For Discount
Mon.-Fri. 9:00-5:30
27'3- 7141
Sat. 10:00-4:00
5946 Curry Ford Rd.
Closed Sundays

College Students Welcome

703 E. OAKRIDGE RD. AT HANSEL AVE.
ORLANDO, FLORIDA
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After 13·Years, persistence earns her a degree
by Beverly Bartelson
Future St.ti

It took Beverl: Wicks 13 vear" lo e<l rt . a
bachelor's degree at l 1C_F but sh<> iH 'H'r 6a" e
up.

'

"From the beginning I knew it was going to
be a very long process going to collegP parttime, 'but I had put so much time and effort into it." Wicks said "There was no · way I
couldn't finish it." On August 7, 1981, she
received her bachelor's degree in sociology
after attending UCF since opening day in 1968.
Beverly, already an RN, began her education
at UCF as a biology major, waiting for a nursing program to be established. She letter switched her major to sociology,. and worke..:J while
attending four to e,i ght hours per qua1 ter. Her
husband watched the children whm sli.e was at
school. "He had been very supportive. He was
probably as happy as I was when I

WELCOME BACK!
We look forward to seeing you again••• and we want to THANK
YOU for your strong patronage. YO~ are IMPORTANT to us and
our aim is to provide. you with the highest quality services which
you deserve.
·

Beverly is currently teaching• a high blood
pressure clinic at the Health Depart1oent.
- What are her plans for the future? "I'!l probably come back to UCF on a part-time basis
and get a mast~r's in applied ~oc-iology or a
related field. Having a goal in miond gets you
through ."

r------

-------·

4908 Lake Underhill Drive O~lando, Florida 32807
(S. Conway Exit of the E/W Expressway)

(Between Record Reef & Jewelry St~re)
In University Square
671-HAIR
Walk-In or Appointment

COME DINE WITH.US AND RECEIVE A
103 DISCOUNT ON ALL FOOD PURCHASES
(WITH COUPON)

Enjoy Your Favorite Cocktail I.n Our Lounge

' "'-E .DKEN®
1

Beverly said one of the biggest changes at
UCF since 1968. has been the number of
building~ on campus. r<on opening day there
was only the library building,'' she said.
." Everything was done in the library including
registration and classes. That's even where the
administrative offices were."

1

ARISTOCRAT HAIR DESIGNS

~

graduated" Wicks said.
Beverly took off a year at UCF to attend the
University of Miami to become a nurse practitionPr, and one son was born during the
sem<'ster break . She went into labor with
anorher son shortly after finishing an
economics final.
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construction
continues
by Jim Burgess
In keeping with ·its reputation as the
fastest growing Florida university,
UCF is moving full speed ah~ad with
construction of dormitories and expansion of the computer center.
According to architect Dick
Lavender one dorm, Building F, has
been completed. The four story struc~
ture -~s providing . housing for 235
students. However, the building only
has 80 rooms so students are living
three to-a-room in rooms designed for
two people.
Construction, page 14 Construction on the computer center is behind sch

ZETA PHI BETA
SORORITY
i~

having their first
organizational meeting
on Tuesday, Sept. 1
at 7 :00 p.m. in the
President's Dining Rm.
located in the
Student Center.
For more information
please call Anne Broughton
at 215-2205

-·-

...

""

.. -·-

Take stock in
America ·with
U.S . Savings
Bonds. 'Cause
a country can 't
live on
love alone .
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David (David Naughton) beds Alex Genny Agutter), but when that time of the month rolls around, he wakes up with a real beast.

'Werewolf': fresh new blood for a screen cla.ssic
by Lee Elliott
Ent~rtainment Editor

John (Animal House) Landis' latest effort is uneven yet charming. Armed with
what literary types like to call a "slight I?ut winning narrative" and the Boy
W onc~er of horror-schlock make-up, Ri<;k Baker, his "An American Werewolf in
London" is designed to sate even the greatest appetites for gore.
Sloe-eyed David Naughton, squeaky-clean and cuddly pitchman for Dr. ·Pepper, is the werewolf. Jenny Agutter ("Equus") is a good-hearted nurse and the object of his irresistible Yankee charm. Although beauty can't change the beast in
tpis film, they do set up housekeeping and warm up the screen in what is unfortumately one of the film's overlong sequences.
·
In addition to that lyrical coupling, Landis h_as padded the script.elsewhere.
One scene drags on interminably to the strains of Creedence Clearwater
Revival's "Bad Moon Rising." ·Naughton .paces, checks out the refrigerator,
paces some more, as John Fogarty growls "Don't 'round tonight, they're bound
to take .yo~u life. There's a bad moon on the ris~."
This kind .of upholstery is unforgivably draggy in what is an otherwise fastpaced film. A gratuitous series of Naughton's nightmares is more visually in-

·Hea·v y Metal
mostly isn't
by Dave Mitchell

teresting, but serves mos.tly as .a showc~se for more of Baker's snaggle-toothed,
repulsive fright masks. .
.
But when Baker isn't merely being indulged, his contribution to the film is
marv·elous. Naughton's transition scene is done, the press kit swears, without
camera tricks.
His hands stretch. Rounded canine claws burst through his fingertips. Fur
sprouts fastertha'n crabgrass, in one truly amazing effect. Naughton's _face
elongates Into the m_u zzle of a wolf, while his eyes become feral and deep-set.
Thrciughout the ~hange, one hears his shrieks and the grisly cracking of bones
as his entire frame evolves.
With the exception of Naughton's single-minded winsomeness, the cast is excellent. As his hiking companion and first victim, Griffin Dunne is i!litially irritatimdy cute, but he improves ~ith age when he returns as a decaying corpse.
'Tm not havin' a terrific time, ya know," he deadpans, flesh dangling fr<?m his
wounds.
.
· Agutter Is effective in her supporting role, as is John Woodvine as Dr. Hirsch,
the obligatory skeptic. "If there wa's a monster running around up there, we'd
h8:ve seen it on the telly," he scoffs.
Lines like that are the film's saving
grace. "Werewolf" is studded with sly,
subtle humor and boffo nudge-nudge
one-liners. One impeccably tailored
victim, hearing the wolf, says innocentl y, "That you, Harry?"
But beware this kind of lunacy.
When Landis gets funn y, you can be
- sure excessive.gore will follow.

Future staff

Soundtrack albums used to be a
curiosity of a sort, appealing either to
. film buffs or to classical music purists.
This has changed since the
megaplatinum success of "Saturday
Night Fever". Since then, record stores
have been deluged with pop-oriented
soundtracks of varying quality and appeal from "Urban Cowboy" to "Times
Square"; from "Roadie" to "Rock and
Roll High School."
The latest entry in this mad rush to
the cut-out bins is the two-record
soundtrack to the adult Ca~toon
"Heavy Metal".
The title refers to the magazine the
filrri is based on, not the music contained with in; less than half the songs here
a re heavy metal. And, as is the case on
compilation albums on which nearly a
·dozen artists of varying degrees of imagination an·d talent contribute
without any attempt at collaboration,
there are as many bad cuts as good,
and few surprises.
.
First, the good stuff: The Black Sabbath song "The Mob Rules," is uncategorically the best song by the Sabs
since the old "Paranoid" days. A
definite headbanger's . delight, it
demands to he played at obnoxiously
loud volume--loud enough to wake
even the most coma.tose neighbors
Ditto the title tra<,:k by Sarr:imy
Hagar (not to be confused with "Heavy
Metal (Take a Ride)" by Don Felder,
which is typical sleep-inducing quasiEagles crap.) "Veteran of the Psychic
Wars" by Blue Oyster Cult is another
winner, with lyrics by the excellent
science fiction writer Michael Moorcock. The two Cheap Trick songs,

Carpenter:

·'New York' job
substandard
by Tom Zambrano
Future staff

John Carpenter's movies are getting
more technical .and less interesting. His
-lat~st effor l "Escape from New York",
starts out with -a nice premise. Because
of the rising crime. rate in the U.S., the
National Police Force has turn·e d Ne"Y_
York City into a giant maximumsecurity prison. 'J;'he city is surrounded
by' a wall guarded by heavily armed
police. The bridges and rivers are mined. Once inside, there is no escape.

I

The · special effects are excellent.
Manhattan has the look of a modernday ghost .town. The inhabitants are all
dangerous criminals, _running the city
by their own code of ethics.

'

"R£ach Out" and "I Must Be
Dreamin" are improvements over the
songs on their "All Shook Up" LP.
There ar~ two surprises, one pleasant
and one ... well...not so pleasant. "Blue
Lamp" by Stevie Nicks was pretty
good, especially when her mooncalf
songs. for Fleetwood Mac have been
known to inspire vocal imitati'ons of
nausea attacks. A big disappointment
is Devo's cover of "Workin' in a
Coalmine," mainly because it is a
straight cover, with none of the wit or

Two of Carpenter's other films show
creativity that is present in their co~ers
the decline of his ability to stick to a
of "Satisfaction" and "Secret Agent
script and not get bogged down in
Man." Not a bad song, just below par · technicalities. In "Halloween" there
for Devo.
are almost no special effects, yet the
Now for the trash: a resurrected
movie is one of the best scare films ever
Grand Funk are DOA on "Queen
made. In "The Fog" he starts to rely
Bee"; better they should have reunited
more on visual effects and less on story.
~ he late great Dead Boys. "Open
The result is a much less effective film.
Arms" by Journey was even wnrse than
And now, in "Escape" he has gone
expected.
Riggs and Trust make almost totally technical and the result
i11<1uspicious debuts.
Don Felder, is a somewhat ho-hum film which
Donald Fagen and Nazardh all churn could have been an excellent
n11l their usual elevator music.
melodrama.
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POTPOURRI

.··a directory of leisurely delights.

Bring your blanket-Sawgrass in free Bluegrass
Pot · show-'·Twt'lve Potters" a national invitaconcert at the outdoor gazebo, Pine Castle Center for tional show of the potter's art opens September 4 at
the Arts, 5903 Randolph Street, Orlando. Sunday, Valencia·~ \ ·:.:. · Campus Gallery. Hours are MonSept. 6,. 7:30 p.m. Call 855-7461 for more info.
da1y through Friday, _IO a.m.· to 4 p.m. 299-5000.

Applications are already available for the 1982
Winter Park Sidewalk Art Festival. Pick up an application at Winter Park City Hall or the Winter
Park Chamber of Commerce, or write to thP festival
at P.O. Bpx 597, Winter Park, Fl. 32790. Dead~ine is
Oct. 15, 1981 . For m~re information: Becky
Farmerie, 645-0938 Hor 422-1515 B.

Lerner and Loew's musical fantasy, "Brigadoon"
Asteroids competition-Chuck E. Cheese's and w"ill be performed nightly at Once Upon a Stage dinMuscular Dystrophy Association an' sponsoring an ner theatre through Oct. 4. For information· and
Asteroids tournament at both Chuck E Cheese's Piz- reservations call 422-319 l.
Pioneer Days Crafts show-The deadline for entry
za Tiµie Theatrs through .September 3. Entry fee is
in the Pine Castle Center of the Arts Craft Show has .
$1 for five tokens. Entrants may play as often as
been extended to Sept. 11. The juried craft show will
they like between 2 p.m. and 8 p.m. Mond;1ys
be a main feature of the October 24th and 25th
through Thursdays. F irst Place National Prize for
Pioneer Days Festival. Pri.ze money totals $1000.
high score is an Astero ids ·Deluxe game. Other pri1For more information and applications, call the
zes include Atari home video gam_es and T-shirts. All
Center at 855-7461.
proceeds benefit Muscular Dystrophy. · Call MDA
645-5555.
The Art Center at MaitlHnd presents .. umbrellas··
a show featuring· works with umbrellas as its central theme. The exhibit opens September 13 with a
reception from 2 p.m: to 4 p.m. in the Center
Galleries at 231 W. Packwood Avenue in Maitland.
Hours are I 0 a.m. to 4 p.m. Tuesday through Friday,
_ 10 to 1 Saturday, 1 to 4 p.m. Sunday. The Art
Center would like to encourage anyone interested in
e~hibiting to call the Center's offices at 645-2181.
Each artist may bring a maximum of two pieces to
submit for jurying. Deliveries must be made on or
before September 1, between 10 a.m. and 4 p.m.

The Florida Motion Pictun· and Television
Association will be meeting at 8 p.m., September 7 at
3009 N. Edgewater Drive. The Association is
dedicated to promoting the motion picture and
television industries in the area. Students qualify for
a discount membership of $15 a year. Applications for
The second Igunnuko arts festival will be held in
the FMPTA and newsletters of re.cent acti v itie~ are
Hankins Park on Saturday, September 5 from 10:30
avail.able in the Future office on Libra Drive
a .m. to 5:3Q p.m. The festival will celebrate black
275-260 l
heritage and talent in the community with jazz,
The Philippines Folk Arts Theatre Group will be gospel , and steel drum band music, a dance
performing (olk songs and dances of the Philippines ceremony, displays of local and Nigerian art and ~
at Valencia's East Campus Theatre of the Perform- parade. Visual artists who would like to exhibit their
ing Arts from Sept. 10 through Sept. 12. For reser- work at the festival should call the Arts Council for
vations and information call Molly Lind at 629-1746 registration Forms by September 1. _Entry fee is $15,
or 282-2405.
with $1200 total prize money.

OPENING SOON

a fun and exciting
restaurant!

t> A4.

· <l~

:'fv

The 1982 Miss Suncoast Pagent will be held Oct.
10 at Colonial Plaza Mal I. Si 11gle women between .
the ages of 13 and 26 wi shing to enter the pageant
should contact Vic Baur Productions at ·896-7330 or
write. P.O. Box 8861, Orlando, Fl., 32856 by
September 25.
The Florida Symphony Youth Orchestra wiU be
conducting its 25th annual talent search Saturday,
August 29th at UCF. Auditions for Training Orchestra will be'held at Bob Carr Auditorium Rehersal Hall on Sat., Sept. 12. Musicians ages 16-20 are
urged to call 862-7434 for information. Appointments are mand~tory .

4th
Annual

.TRADE IN
J

Full and part-time positions available as:

WAITRESSES-WAITERS
HOSTESSES
COOKS
BARTENDERS
BUSSE RS
DISHWASHERS
COCKTAIL WAITRESSES
A totally unique and professional dining and entertainment experience.

ALTAMONTE MALL
(Between Bu rdines and Jordan Ma rsh, yellow parki ng area)
Apply in person 10:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. 831-8322
equal opoortun1ly employer

Now· thru Septer:iber 6th
Wear your old shoes in and
wear your new shoes out
. with savings up to

$3.SO
Childrens sizes I 0
to Adult size I 7

off our
retail prices!

COLONIAL PLAZA
MALL
Phone 894 .. 8411

•

NOONE KNOWS
THE ATHLETE'S FOOT

LIKE:
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Scientist
to head UCF
research

Page 13

Central Florida is an emerging
university that has incredible potential," Trefonas said.

Dr. Louis M. Trefonas, director of
graduate programs at the University of New Orleans, h~s. been selected
as UCF's vice president for research
. and dean of graduate studies.
Trefonas,49, assumed his post in
mi~-J uly, UCF President Trevor
Colboum said.
As head of UCF research and
grad~ate studies, Trefonas will
guide the university's efforts in attaining funds to continue and initiate projects in the arts and
sciences, ·engineering, education,
business and he_alth sciences. Since
1969, UCF has been granted more
than $24.S million in such support.
"I think tha~ . the University of

T refonas is - a chemist whose
career began at the University of
Chicago , where he earned
bachelor's and master's degrees,
and continued at the University of
Minnesota, where he was awarded
his Ph.D.
He has been a directo~ of
undergraduate research programs
for the National Science Fou~da
tion, served as. a counselor for the
American Chemical Society, . and
continues to teach graduate students

Dr. Louis Trefonas

at the master's and doctoral levels.
Trefonas has authored or coauthored more than 80 publications.

r.._._._______..._._._..._. .-....-...__..._...._._.._. _.._. __. _.

$200 Dealer Rebate •••.
On Lambre.tta & Bajaj Scooters
Gas prices got you all tied up?
Cut yourself loose! Ride a Ba.iaj,
the world's best-priced motorscooter. At 55 mph and.up to
·100 • mpg, Bajaj will carry you
past the pumps----smiling.

~ ·

l C A_S~

.

.

I

~

Hwy ... 50JustWest0f AlafayaTr.

~

(Fairway Shopping Center)

~

282-4242

~

!
! BEER&WINE

and condit ion of machine .'

~

\

LARGE.PIZZA
FOR .
PRICE OF
MEDIUM
11 a.m. - 3 p.. m.

FRI. & SAT.11:00AM·l:OOAM_
SUNDAY 1:00PM-10:00PM

~AVAILABLE

EXPIRES:SEPT.3,1981

~ Gj~ •• ~~~....-.~·· ......__...~,~ ..............

ATTENTION SCIENCE
AND ENGINEERING
MAJORS! .

-

(FIRST DONATION ONLY)

PROFESSIONAL
BLOOD DONORS
N·EEDED ·
The Air Force has ope1 iings for young men and women majoring in
selected science and engineering fields. Like Aeronautical. Aerospace.
General and Electrical Engineering. Mathematics. Physics and .Com·
puter Technology.
To help prepare for one of these. Air Force ROTC offers two and
four -year programs of study which will defray some of your college
costs .
After completion of the AFROTC r quiremem. and upon your
gradua tion. you'll be commissioned an officer in rhe Air Force. Then
comes responsibility. experience in your specialty wi th some· of the
best people and facili ties in the world . and a mission with a purpose.
You'll g_et exc llent starting ~alary. ivdical and dental care. 30 days
vacation with pay beginning your first year. and more.
Look in to th Air Force ROTC program right away. See what' in it
for you. See how you can serve your country in return.

For f...;--ther Information Contact: .
Professor of Aerospace Studies
General Classroom Bldg. Suite 310
University of Centr_a l Flo~ida
305-2 7 5-2264

.HOTC
Gateway to a great way of life.

You May Donate
Twice Weeklyl

)i-

1

IN:rii~ iiiiA1 I
PLASMA CORP. I
1

946 S. ORANGE AVE.
3 Blocks North of

Orange Memorial Hospital

;t~l~r:i ~ ·1·; •·

843·1773
.1:;1: •1i•11

i_

~

~

Plzznla .._ Rlator.,irt.e

MON.·THUR. U:OOAM·U:OOPM

· Mileage will vary according to use

~

I~
j . Pizzeria ...,,.,~ RistcraqtC l

~

Ziebart
Herndon Airport Entrance
655 Elwell Avenue
Orlando, Fl~ 32803
896-9354.

_.~

-

II

:1i\! ·111 •1tr111·11r11TII
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CONSTRUCTION------from page 10
·

Director of Housing Chris McCray
said that the students are comfortable
and that some will be able to move out
soon. "We are hoping that dorm
building E will be ready by the end of
September,." McCray said. "We expect building G to be completed three
week after Building E"
Building G will be another four story
structure, and Building E will have
three floors. In addition to the dorm, a
commons building is also being built.
There has been a 16 percent increase
in the cost of dorm rentals ·due to the
change from the quarter to the
semester system, according to
McCray. Students will pay more to
live in the new dorms because of the increased mortgage costs on the new
buildings.
"The new building_s are being constructed at a cost of $4.8 million with a
yearly mortgage of $268,000,"
McCray .said. "The older dorms were
bu ilt at a cost of $ l .8 million, with a

UCF pol ice will b<_'!!;i n I icket i ng ca rs without parking sti<:kl'rs Aug. 31 ·

vearlv mortgage .of $68,000.

. Th~ new dorms will diff ~r froII) the
older ones in room structure. Each
floor consists of one-room suites, including a bathroom.
Construction on the dorms is nearly
completed, but construction to expand
the computer center is running behind
schedule, according to Lavender. At a
cost of $1 . 7 million, the expansion will
triple the size of present facilities.
The project, "Yhich is scheduled to be
completed in March 1982 has run into
a few structural problems, Lavender
said. "It was a slow job from the
beginning," he said .·
"Some ·
underground utilities had to be
repaired and there is a lot of reinforced
steel which has to be properly placed."
Lavender said the project has imp;oved somewhat, but unless the work
speed up, he doesn't expect the job to
be completed until two to three months
after the scheduled completion date.

Scott's

Swim & Scuba School

·so CF Aluminum cyHnder, MR 12 Regulator, Bluefin Compensator w/backpack, Combo Depth and pressure gauge and
Cylinder Boot.
·

·so cf Aluminum cylinder, MR 12 11 regulator, Bluefln Compensator w/backpack, Combo Depth and Pressure g•uge,
Cylinder Boot and Farmer John Nylon 2 Reversible Wetsuit.

List Price: $810.95

List Price: $1050. 70

Sale Price $537 .30.

Sale Price: $689.25

* K Valve $20.00-J Valve $30.00
Bring in this ad and be eligible for 30 ')~ STUDENT DISCOUNT on all basic diving equipment over $20.00.
••All Diving Systems subject to set-up charge-$31.95, includes Air, VIP, Regulator adjustments, Installation of Submersible
Pressure Gauge and cylinder boot installation.
This special expires September 30, 1981

University Square Coin Laundry
New-Air Conditioned
•Alterations & Repairs
•BudgetSh~eRepa~
•Video Carne
•Attendant Always on Duty

Let Us Do You·r Wash

Waterheds·
Complete With Frame

40 ¢lb.
Wash-Dry-Folcf,-Hang
(Our Soap-Bleach).

153 UCF .DISCOUNT

*74.95 (Reg. *79.95)
With Student l.D.
678-1951 florida waterhed corporation 2457 AlOMA

r-----------,
off
$1.00

0

0

UNIVERSITY BLVD.

~

HOURS: 7:30 AM-9:30 PM
PHONE: 678-3060

VC:F

-----------+~--------1~·
q

0

WASH-DRY-FOLD
SERVICE

EXP~RES

COUPON
OCTOBER I. 198 I
ONE PER CUSTOMER

~

.

Job Opportunity?
Add It To Your Schedule.
Financial Security?
Add lt°To Your Schedule.

Add Fun and Excitement
l To Your Campus Life
I

By Taking Our
Th ree "R's,,
Rafting
Rapelling
Raiders

ARMY ROTC

LEARN WHAT .·

For More IF'lformation Contact:

MAJOR JAMES D. HORNADAY

IT TAKES TO ·LEAD

I
~

L------------.--J

· Pl,AZA

Army ROTC
A Sense Of Purpose?
Add It To Your Schedule.

I

I

University of C('ntral Florida
Orlando, Flori<la 328 l 6

(:305)275-2430
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SPORTS
Gridiron hopefuls narrowed from 129

to 90

Pre-season football practice underway
by Marty Fish•·r
Future St.ti

knee surgery and will be out indefinitely.
.
"Mike is 6-foot-3 and 220 pounds,"
said Jonas. "He's a good receiver with.
good speed and is a good blocker. Trying to fit somebody into these three
categories is the difficulty, but the way
Carter is progressing we may have him
back before we know it. "The fact that
we lost Carter for now leaves it open
for a lot of young people." Jonas said

new comer Ken Carpenter .has looked
good in practice, and is being considered as a replacement outside
linebacker.
With the first two weeks behind him,
Jonas: a hard man to please," is f~irly
satisfied.
"The team never progresses to the
p~int you would like them to be, but
we've really progressed a tremendous
amount," he said. "We're well satisfiea

After two weeks of pre-season practice, starting spots on the 1981 Knight
football squad are .still up in the air.
Entering its third season of Division
III football, UCF goes into 1981 \\'.ith a
revamped Hst of coaches and players.
The most notable change is the addition of former Lake Howell High
School coach Sainmy Weii as associate
head coach un<;:ler Don Jonas. Weir
will work mainly with the defense, taking over the role held last year by Lou "' .
·
Ross.
"We'll have a lot of surprises this
year," said Jonas. "Right now, we've
got a lot of major decisions to make
regarding starting positions that are
questionable. We're making changes
to put the best possible. 22 players on
·
the field to represent UCF.
Since 'the start of practice, Jonas and
Weir have whittled the opening day
squad of 123 down to a more workable
90. The largest turnout of players was
for defensjve backfield, runn_ing back
and receiv~r.
"Now that we're down .to smaller
numbers we have more of an opportunity to work with the people that will
be playing for us this year," Jonas said.
"I think everything will sta.rt molding
and getting a lot better for us."
"The biggest problem we've had to
face so far is the lack of concentration
of the guys, mainly because a lot of
them are .tired be~ause of the double
sessions .we've been going through."
Jonas ,said the transition to a new
coaching staff has been an easy one.
"Sammy (Weir) and I have the same
t}rpe of philosophies," he explained.
"We have the same attitude when we
·go out onto the ·field."
One problem plaguing the Knight .
Tony Oha(33) and Arthur Zimmerrilan(45) ·s quare off in one of
coaching staff is finding a replacement
many
practice drills. They, along with onlookers, hope to be ready
for last year's starting tight end. Mike
Sept.
12
for the home opener against Presbyterian College.
Carter. Carter is recuperating from

Lady Knights venture into Division I
by Vince Cotroneo
Sporta Ecltor

The UCF Athletic Department got a big boost in
credibility when Carmen Pennick announced her
volleyball team was moving to ·~he Division I ranks last
spring. Now the team m·ust deliver.
Pennjck begins her second year at the helm of the
volleyball team. She is also the coordinator of women's
athletics at UCF. It won't be a b~and new adventure into
Division I, because the Lady Knights have success.full y
played some Division I schools.
"We've pl'ayed over I 00 Division I schools winning
about 75 percent of them even when we were on the Division II level. I think that percentage is indicative of us going to Division I and beco11:ing successful."
Most of the squads on the 1981 schedule are ~ollege
household names. Teams like Florida State, Miami, the
University of Southern California, Louisiana State and
Ohio State all cross paths with UCF sometime during the
year.
Pennick condu cted tryouts throughout the week ith ai:t
announcement of the fi.nal selections due today. Penryick
already announced that returning players Ana MartinHildalgo and Andrea Ja ckson will act as team co-captains.

Jackson is a red-shirt player from last season, and is a
.
former member of U.S. Olympic team.
Even though the team's final ma~eup isn't yet official,
Pennic;k has a good idea ·on the character of the team.
"This team is highly intense and won't crumble under
pressure," sh~ said. "We have the experi~nce so we can
play under pressure. We've recruited three players yvho
played o~ .state championship teams in high scho.ol."
' The 1981 campaign gets under.way September 14 at
horn(( with a quad match. UCF will host Ohio State,
Miami, and Florida State. Coach Pennick thinks the team .·
will take its time during the year to prepare for post season
play.
- "To us, the season is a practice period," Pennick said.
"We concentr~te then to be ready for the playoffs. We intend to learn our lessons during the season."
-Last year in Division II, the UCF Lady Knights finished
in a tie for seventh in the nation with a 27-27 record. That
record included a third place in the state, and a second
place behind Florida International in regional play.
Schools from Georgi a, Florida , Alabama and Mississippi
compete in regionals .

with the progress but we're not going
to sit on that progress, we've got to
continue.
We've still got a lot. of
things to add yet."
Officially, the season gets underway
Sept. 12 in the Tangerine Bowl against
powerful Presbyterian · College. The
Knights will play a total of seven home
games in the Tangerine Bowl including
the season fin ale against BethuneCookman.

· BrUn LllPeter Future

For the·
non-athlete ...
Recreational Services offers a·
wide variety of activities -for
students and faculty during the
fall semester.
Four fitness and exercise
classes aTe scheduled at noon on
Monday, Wednesday, and Friday
. including general exercise and
weight lifting.
On Tu~sday s and Thursdays
aerobic dance and aqua
dynamics is offered. Instructors
will supervise all activity and
there is a $ 10 fee per clas$ per
semester.
Sign-up dates are coming up on
the calendar for intramural
sports. Flag football .league must
sign up with Rec Services by
Wednesday, Sept. 9. - Those interested in volleyball must sign
up their • team no later than .
Thursday , .Sept. 10.
The Rec Services officE.. ·at
275-2408 is located by the pool.
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Men's soccer looks for strong season but
by Vince Cotroneo
lporb ecltor

The men's soccer squad has been
practicing frantically the past two
weeks in preparation for it's season
opener at home.Sept. 5 against Florida
Atlantic.
The men face a tough schedule according to RudY. .. .. Our schedule is a
high-powered one," said Rudy.
"Certainly we have the ,capability to
beat every team on our schedule but
nothing is guaranteed. We must do
everything right. Since th.ey take only
two teams to the regionals, we've got
to win them all."
Even though 8.0 percent of the team
came back in 1981-, Rudy ·still held
tryouts Aug. 16-17. Abouf 35 hop~fuls
showed up for the trials and _Rudy
selected two. One is George Verban,
1980 Metro Conference Player of the
year from Winter Park High School.
Verban scored 26 goals his senior year
as a forward. The other newcomer is
Gene O'Brien, a defender out of Atlanta. O'Brien was a member of the U.S.
Regional Youth Squad.
Those two join 16 others that comprise the 1981 Soccer Knights. Last
year's goals leader, Kenny Cox, returns
to a forward position. Cox led the
Knights with 10 goals. The leader in
total points for 1980, Max Rony Francois, also occupies a forward spot. ·
Francois recorded five goals and
assists. R~dy's fourth forwar:d is Robert

•••

Fall, Ted Rassman, Mike Salvati,
Frank Somellas and Robert Smith.
The season opens next Saturday with
Florida Atlantic. On Aug. 19 Florida
International comes to town. The
squad has alreadv ,,·on an t'Xhihition
against the Winter Pork Reds and won,
4-1. Kenny Cox scored twice with Max
Remy Francois and Robert Liut add ing
goals. The 1nen continue exhibitions
tomorrow with Miami Dade-North at
4 p.rn. at the _soccer rnmp,lex ·incl
another match Tuesday with Berry
Collt'ge. That match begins at 6 p.rn.
Last season was a successful one.
UCF openE'd with I 0 straight rnatclws
without a loss before mding the yea r
with a 12-3-1 mark. For the seeond
vear in a row and for the fourth time in
five' tries, UCF captured the Sunshin<:'
State C<~nferencc crown. Tlw SSC title
is fi1w. but it's not the major goal of thC'
y<'ar. Rudy said.
."Yes we are pleased to have won the
title four of the five years. Our goal
however is to reach the regionals. To
do that we must beat tt:>ams like
Rollins, Florida International and th<-'
Uni,wsit~. of Tampa, all of which ar<'
on cn1~ schedule." Rud~· said .
Rud v has the advantage this season
· · assistant coac hes.
of three
Dang Pibulvec h returns for his
second season with ~he Knights. Dang
is a native of Bangkok, Thailand and
former head coach. of the University of

Missouri soccer team.
Liut of St. Louis.
Rav Sandiclge comes back· to · the
Rick Bratincevic and Greg Deutsch squa~I as a coach after being c~1 ptain of
return to defend the goal in 1981. the 19 7 9 team
Defenders for this season are Tim Hancock, Lance McKinnon, Matt Meyer,
I.arr,· M('Corkll'
mo\'es into
O'Brien, Carl Robinson and Dan
Weller. Rudy carries five midfielders . tlw collq~<' ran ks aftc·r" smTc•ssful stint
on the 1981 team. They are Davi<l ;II Bishop I\ lt'>orc• High SC'hool. . .

Brian LaPeterlFuture

Bouncing around
Knight mid-fielder hopes concentration .like this is
good enough when the soccer Knights open their season Sept~ 5 at
home with Florida Atl~ntic.

-·

Sam Nattile breaks Cape Cod batting ·mark
by Vince Cotroneo

the ball through the left side of the infield."

Sport• editor

with these g:i ys.
As modest as ~Rm is his stat stics at UCF speak for
themselves. As a f re..,hma11 t Ut of Titusville High
School, Sa~1 hit ei_ght home runs and drove in 37
runs.
1

. Sam played centerfield for the commodores, the
first time he ever played at that position. Always
pressing to do better, Sam found some weaknesse_s in
"Playing· different positions
his overall game.
(Nattile has played right field, left field, third base .· Last season was even better. While his home run
and first base at UCF) gives me versa ti Iity , but I
total dropped to five. h'is RBI's rose to SS. Nattile also
must get consistent in my play. Being able to µlay
had 81 hits. Even Knight baseball coach Bill Moon
che pos 1 t ion well is the key.
is glad Sam is around.
·
1

Sam Nattile wasn't sure at first if he could play
with the big boys at the prestigious Cape Cod
Baseball League this past summer. Now the big boys
wonder if they can play with Sam Nattile.
Nattile, an outfielder with goodp:!wer, was UCF's
first entry ever into the Cape Cod League. Sam left
the mark of UCF in New England by hitting .443 for
the Falmouth Commodores, a new league record. He
also clubbed nine home runs, including one in the
All-Star game at the end of the season. Nattile said
he made some changes at the plate.
"The coach, Jack Le.ggett from the University of
~Vermont, got me to go to the opposite field more," he
said.
"Last year, especially with left-handedpitchers, I would.try to pull the ball. There, I just hit

Four sports
schedule
tryouts

Producing at the plate made a name for Nattile at
UCF, but Sam wasn't exactly signing autographs in
Cape Cod. "I was pretty much an unknown when I
got there. Only the guys from the conference or
teams that we played knew who I was," he said.
"Alot of the piayers were from Arizona, Nebraska
and Oklahoma. But as far a~ my performance, they
couldn't have been more surprised than I was. It was
a good experience because now I know I can play

· As students get settled in at UCF,
coaches do the same thing with
tryouts. Four sports: cross country,
wrestling, golf, and baseba11 are
organizing for the fall season.
Bill Moon begins his second year
as cross country coach at UCF for
both men and women. Tryouts conclude tomorrow for the teams and
Moon look for a good sea·son.
"After one year we have returning
runners," Moon said, "or the men,
Mike Harnage and Brian Mavis
came back for a second year. Also,
Bruce Caldwell joins the 1981 ·

"We are fortunate to have a student-athlete like
Sam at UCF," said Moon. "His performance in the
Cape Cod League can only make UCF proud. · His
leadership will he looked upon ag<tin in 198 l-82."
":-im is a veten1n going into his thircl _' car w ith the
~night - His leaJership is expected. ''I'll be a lead~r
but not the rah-rah type. I plan to lead by example,"
he said. ''I' m very concerned about being consistent
this year both on the field and at the plate."

squad, Jackie Nations is the top
woman runner we have returning."
Moon also expects a good turnout
for baseball at UCF, which he
coaches. Tryouts begin Sept. 8 and
end Sept. 11. All players, past and
future, must attend the workouts.
Wayne Mendel's golf team holds
its first meeting Tuesday , Sept. l at
noon in the visitor's locker room in
the gym. Mendel' expects 35 golfers
to shoot for 12 spots on the roster.
Brad Estes returns for his third

season with the Knights.
Doug
Snoap returns to the team as assistant coach. The squad is defending
Sunshine State Conference Champions.
UCF wrestling has its opening
meeting Sept. 1 at 5 p.m. in the
Education Building. Mike Aspeci
begins his first year as head coach of
the Knights replacing Joe Corso.
More information on this or other
sports meetings can be obtained by
calling the athletic department at
275-2256.
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Wo·men's soccer could be the best around

by Vince Cotroneo
Sports editor

It may be only the second year of
competition for UCF women's soccer,
but head coach Jim Rudy feels his
squad is a national contender.
Rudy, who coaches both the men
and women at UCF, held tryouts for
the team Tuesday. After the selections,
fitness tests were conducted on
Wednesday with · formal workouts
begun Thursday. Twenty-two athletes
made the sqquad for 1981, which
makes Rudy happy.
.
"Depth is something we have this

year that we didn 't last spring," said
Rud y. "We vyere one of the top three
tt'ams in the country for recruiting.
Wt• signed all the pla yers we wanted
and we have better players."
Ten players return to Rudy in J 981 .
Most Valuable Player Deborah Shavr
is back a long wit~ last years top scorer,
Donna Laboranti. Other returning
defenders _returning are Linda Cancitano, Mary Holopa, and Kim
Kurkowsk i. Returners on offense inclucif' Nancy Buonpane, Kris Laicedo,
Susan Reesf' and Judy Smith. Am y
·
Ford wil I defmd the goa I.

are pressing hard for starting spots on
the roster . New faces at the mid-field
position are Angela Barker, Cindy
Clippinger, Laura Dryden and Tami
Gwaltney, who is injured. Pressing for
forward spots are Pam Baughman,
Nancy Lay, Kathy Mulqueeny and
Mary Varas. Defenders Lisa Griffis,
Lynette Hagland and Michelle Jardine
joi~ the squad. Lucy Perez will split
the goalkeeping duties. ·
In their first season, the women ended the spring campaign with a 7-0-1
record. While an unbeaten mark may
not be in order, Rudy is still thinking
According to Rudy, the newcomers about the national-tournament.

NEED AUTO 1·N SURANCE?
You need to call ...
898-2454

"I certainly think the finals are
within the realm of possibility," Rudy
said. "Our goal is to reach the final 12.
Once we reach that, then we'll reevaluate the situation. It will pe a
match at a time."

Coming soon
The Future sports department
takes an in-depth look at the UCF
fighting Knights football squad
in its Sept. 11 issue. Interviews,
features, pictures and more
highlight this ·special section.

Get Up To $100 Rebate With This Ad
GOOD THRU SEPT.1

·

Take the Express route
to work.

Reconditioned Radiaton in Stoek ·
For Most Pauenger Cars

' LOW·PRICES"
"FREE'' TRANSPORTATION
IN UCFAREA

No pedal s and an automati c clu t ch
make this Honda Express easy to ride .
Great mil eage and a low price make it
ea sy to afford .
$435.00

RADIATOR SPEC1ALISTS

MASTER CHARGE• VISA• AMERICAN EXPRESS

10662 E. Coloilial Dr.

It's a styli sh new Express with an easy
electri c starter and plu sh sea t $598.00

Honda of Orange County
6436 E. Colonial Dr. Orlando, Fl.
Phone: 277-6880
· Hours: 8:30-5:30 Tues.-Sat.

101111''1
275-9327

Express ®SR

Union Park

HONDA
SI
FOLWW THE LEADER
Azeem Hairstyling

ROck
HOUse
Are you tired of looking for
happiness? No matter what
you do, fulfillm~nt can only
be found in Jesus Christ.
He wants you to know Him
personally. Come and
learn how great life ca'n
be! Tuesdays at 7 p.m .
~.

)

Th• Rock Houss
Youth Ministry of Calvary Assembly
1199 Clay Street, Winter Park
.
644-1199
(located between Par and Fairbanks Exits of 1-4)

COME TO

OPEN
9-5 Tues.-Sat.
Thurs. eve.
by appt. only

'

WEARE HERE

l
CURRY FORD ROAD _.

Y'

No Gratuities Please

7213 Curry Ford Rd.
Orlando

. 273-1313

>

@REDKEN®
CALL
275-281 -l

.\

ADMIN. BLDG. 145

PERSONAL
MARITAL
SOCIAL
WEIGHT CONTROL

The Scientific Approach to a Total Look
for Men and Women .. .Includes Hair analysis

'

UNIVERSITY
COUNSELING & TE-S TING
CENTER

VOCATIONAL
EDUCATIONAL
TEST ANXIETY
APTITUDE TESTING
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OPINION
Professors should be trained for academic ·advising
While people recognize the conversion from
l 0-week quarters to 16-week semesters as a test of
student patience and pocketbooks, few ha.ve seen it
as a. test of student advis~ment.
The extensive revision of course offerings necessary
in converting to a semester calendar has made the
need for competent academic advisement more important tha·n ever. It has put greater demands on an
already weak advisement system.
·
In the past st~dents have gone to thei~ academic
adviser seeking answers to questions including what
courses are necessary to graduate, or how one makes
special arrangements for independent study. Many

students found profossors knew little more than they
did about such problems.
Now, under semesters, the same questions are asked with additional confusion about a revised course
schedule and altered requirements for graduation.
No doubt more professors will be shrugging their
shoulders in response to student questions.
Admittedly, no one should be expected to lead ·a
student by the hand . through course selection.
However, there should be som~ up-to-date and
knowledgeable source available to students \\'.anting
more or clearer information than the college catalog
provides.

UCF student James Blount has suggested a state
funded subsidy to train professors and reimburse
them for academic advisement. Blount's suggestion
deserves some attention since he is in a position to
pursue the idea as Gov .· Graham's new appointment
to the Board of Regents. The board determines
policy for the nine state universities.
Hopefully , during his one year term as student
regent, Blount will follow up his suggestion wtth a
specific proposal to the board for a "professional"
advis.e ment program.
.
Mary Wilson
Editor in.Chief

To the editor:

Welcome back

-OE

1981 fLOR\DA

Fellow Students:
It is a pleasure to welcome you to the
198 l fall semester at U.C .F I would
like ·to extend a speci a l welcome to
freshmen a nd tr<insfer students who
a re new to our uni ve rsitv. I encourngt>
every sttident to get in~ol ved in the
uni versity, whether it be a club , fraternitv,
s~ror.itv
or anv stndent
organiza ti on. -The key is. to get invo lv ed. Those of vo u who a re in- ·
tPrested in Studmt Government should
feel free to come by my office in the
Student Center a nytim e.
My formost responsibility as Vice
President is to listen to you. Your input, suggestions, and questions allow
. us to evaluate Student Government's
performance, ·and to aim our efforts at
the needs and concerns of all students.
As I promised during my campa ign , I
intend to meet with .every club and
organization p~riodicall y to encourage
commnication with Student Government. Hopefull y this will improve our
awareness of the functions and problems of each individual organization.
Student Government has been working on many projects this summer, including a Student Directory and
Merchant-Discount Program; and have
also managed to secure the reimplementation of the East-West Expressway discounts. We have also
been meeting with various admi n ist a tors and faculty , and
establishing a good working relationship. I sincerely hope you have a super
r,ear, and enjoy your stay at U.C.F.

SONSHlNE

TREE
COURTESY OF CALtfORNIA
CtT~S c,ttowfttS

Guest Column

By Mike Griffin

Bomb keeps property value high
'lowers the value" of human lives

Thank goodness for the neutron
bomb. Fina~~)'. a bomb that kills people without destroying b.u ildings or
equipment. Boy, am I relieved.
I thought for sure the property
values would go down when those
mushroom clouds began rising over
the world's cities:
Thankfully,
however , the Reagan administration
and the guys at the Pentagon have
·Tico Perez realize~ that a good downtown apartSt11dent Body Vice President ment with a waterfront view is· worth
much more than a human life.'
Letter Policy
But won't it take some of the adwnThe Future welcomes letters to
ture out of war? Remember the old
the editor. Letters must · be subWWII movies when the GI s in SquaJ
mitted by 5 p.m., Monday, to be
Five had to take that hill? Coming
considered for publication in the
over the ridge, dodging sniper fire and
next issue.
diving
into that convicnient bomb
Letters should be typed or writcrater,
What are they '. going to do
ten clearly; bearing the writer's
now? Come over the ridge, dodge
signature, address and phone
.sniper fire and duck into a nice three
number.
Mailing address: P.O. Box
bedroom one-and-a- ha lf bath town
25000 , Orlando, 328 I 6. Editorial
h;use with wall to wall carpeting?
office phone: 275-260 I. Business
I'll ha ve to admit though, there a re
~ffice phone: 275-2865.

Editor-in-C hit>f

Fuiurfl
University of

Central Florida

&~E~~Y BROWN

Mary E. Wilson
Business Manager

Steven Longcrier
Managing Editor

Diane L. Taylor

some good reasons why we n ~ed the
neutron bomb. The best on~ I've heard
is that the Russians don't have it. Of
.course they- didn't · have the atomic
bomb, the hydrogen bomb or pay
toilets until after we did either.
Another good excuse for the bomb is
the one which Pentagon economists are
selling. You see, its much cheaper
tobuild the bombs and stockpile
themin one place than to keep · its
sev e ral components stored in
warehouses all over thP- country. In
fact, the only thing cheaper than
bµilding the bomb is::--are you ready
for this-not building the bomb.
The United States has enough
nuclear weapons C\nd technology to
destroy the earth several times over.
What kind of difference can one more
tinker toy make? We can't expect the
Russians to cower in fea r of the dreaded neutron bomb.
Instead of building this monstrosity,
wh y don 't we take all the plans stencil-

Editorial Staff: Ma ry E. Wilson. editor-in-chi

0

/·

uw1u'

Tayl or, managing Pditor: Ma rk SchlPdom , entertainmPn t
edit or: Vince Co tro neo, sports edit or: Sh Frry Reed. assista nt
n l'U.'S edit or: Kath/Pen Foronda, Brian La PPter. Ji m
Burgess, Lee Elliott , Pam Cim so11, Dennis Lr;r,g. Bryan
MncLnw horu , Dar:e Mitchell.
Business Sta ff: S/1'1'1°11 /.,,11gnfrr. h; 1si1ws., 111a1wgff: /)ar/11
l< i111w11 Sn1/1•s. 11clrnli.,i11g 111c111agi•r: \\ '(//ula C:ar{i1·/cl .
pmc/11 ;·/im 1 11w1111gr·r, \lir'hl'l1· /)11ri s. sa/r'.~ 111<11111/!J'I': <II' ·
1·011 11/ rr·11r1·s1·11/alil'l's: Hh1111dt1 \/f':\ llis/1 •r. !.i:: o ·c11111111r.
.\ l11rk St. \lo ril:: : 1'/'fJdt11'1i1111 staff; (;i 1111 y ()1•t'/.. r·r. :\ 11 gi•la
s ,, ,.,.t'[ /s. I.aura \\ 'il'l.,11'1.

ed with "TOP SECRET" and file them
under "I" for Insanity . Then take the
. billions saved by not producing the
bomb and use · it to beef up
some"needed" areas of our milit~ry.
Give the GI a pay raise or manufacture
enough spare parts to keep our Air
Force flying. Then if anyone's left
after the first wave of a nuclear attack
the little boys at the Pentagon can get
out _the blueprints and start making
new toys.
. But, then again the Russi ~ ns have
nerve .gas don't they? Neutron bombs
and nerve gas, ~ boy, is World War
Three going to be great for the rea l
estate business.

ThP FuturP is published WPPkl y, fali, wintpr
and spring and bi u.. PPkly in th ~ sum mn· at
th (' Un fr ersity of Centra l Florida. It is written and editPd by students of thp Un i ersit y
ici th offices in th<' Art Co mplPx on Libra
Drite.
Op inions ('Xp ressPd in thP Futurr> arP thos<'
of Ihe Pditor or t~ e u ri tPr of thP arti clP, and
not necr'ssarily thosP of th P Board of
Puhlications, Uni er"rsity Adm inistrati on, or
Board of Regents.
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Letters

Pro- lifers·labeled 'pushy' hypocrites
Editor:

1:1ittee wherein she stated there are just
enough suitable children for adoption. It see.ms the are childless and
would like to use the law t o force
some distraught woman to have a
child she doesn't want so the can
possibly get it. Such bab -snatching
ideas as this demands another Solomon
to rightl. divide the truth-and for opno~

After reading the p~pers and
listening to the news, T ha e become
more convinced thane er that th prolifers are basically a verbose push ,
hypocritical lot whose moti es ar far
fr-om pure. Here we have MOTHER
Theresa jet-setting about, preaching
her abstinence for birth control in a
, orld whose greatest threat is o erpopulation. Don't be afraid to ha e
children you can't afford she sa ·s.
Ci e them to me. Now what intelligent woman would desire to gi e
her child awa . She may be a aint
but she speaks like a fool.
Then we have Rep. Tom Bush along
with his wife, demanding that abortion
be made il legal. Mr . Bush made her
little speech before the legislati e com-

Help plan student activities
Editor:
The students of UCF should be interested to know that
the Student Cent~r has been restructured and ·now it is
easier than ever to get involved.
Now is the best time to join the PAC . The PAC is the
new J;>rogramming and Activities Council of the Student
Center. It includes eight areas of programming that plan
and present activities for UCF, including homecoming,
mo~ies, concerts, guest speakers and leisure cla~ses . If

ICE CREAM SUPERMARKETS

·-------------,11

:
I

I
I

r-~----------,

2 FOR 1 I

I

Ice Cream Pie
Reg. Price $3.95

I I
I I

I 1.

Sundae
Anyday
I
~ix & Match Toppings I

EXPIRES:AUG. 31, 1981

I I

EXPIRES: AUG. 31, 1981

I

L-------~-----~
•~------------~
OPEN
7438 University Blvd.
10 A.M. to.10 P.M .

678-0637

you're interest din seeing that g d qualit
ti iti s an
entertainment come to UCF then th PAC is wh r
belong.
This group of chairp r ons will b working with their
committees and other campu groups to present a total
program of new anrl vari d activities
For information on fall activitie r how to get involv d,
call 275-2611 or drop by th tuden.t ent r Rriom 215.
PAC Chairpersons

Prisoner requests letters

CruuJJ.

I 2 FOR 1

portuni ts like the Bu h
th bah
it elf perhaps.
ow e have Sandra 0 C nnor, th
nominee to the upr me Court b ing
• atta ked b
the pro-lifer .
On
spoke man for the group aid sh i not
fit to make decisions for thi c utry
because she is for abortion and
therefore has no regard for the Iif of

University Square

Clairol• Roux• L'oreal •Revlon• Fermodyl • Crieket

=
=
~

UCF STUD.E NTS::
a
=
***YOU'RE SPECIAL*** =•

... At Universal Beauty Supply Of Orlando . ~
••
1"1--

\

Your student I.D. card entitles YOU to an additional 10%
discount on our already low-priced fine hairc~re, skincare,
makeup and other beaµty prod~tcts.

'1

=

~

Editor:
My name is James Hamilton. I'm 6 feet tall, 200 lbs. with black hair and
brown eyes. My home is in Montego Bay, Jamaica. Presently I am confined in a
correctional institution here in Ohio.
I am writing to you as an agent of appeal for correspondence and friendship. It
is my great hope that you cari afford me these few lines in your paper. Loneline
in a place such as this is almost unbearable. It has to be felt to be und rstood. It
is much like that at a quiet drama which keeps building and building to se mingly no end . I no longer wish to remain just a faint ecbo of a hidden shadow· in my ·
attempt to emerge from this prison of despair. My interests are many, but my
pleasures are few . I seek no pity, but rather a more positive relationship with
society as well as myself.
I have no one to share my thoughts with, but with your help I'm sure to be successful. In closing I would like to add this thought: "When two strangers can
share a thought, a tear and a smile, they are no longer strangers."
Let me thank you in advance, from a friend in need of a friend.
Most Sincerely
JamesHamiltonno. 163147
P.O. Box 69
London, Ohio
43140-0069

BUZZ'S AUTO CENTER
10658 E. COLONIAL DR. ·uNION PARK

~

. 275-3951

•

Come in and visit us at:
1015 East Semoran Blvd.
Summit Plaza 11
Casselberry, Florida 32707
Phone (305) 331-4764

*

=
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COMPLETE AUTO SERVICE
CUSTOM MUFFLER EXPERTS

•

~

Mondays and Wednesdays--8 :30 AM-7 :30 Pl\I
Tuesdays, Thursda) s,_Fridays--8:30AM-5:30Pl\I

r
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STUDENT GOVERNMENT
OFFERS
I~EGAL SERVICES

---

WESLEY FOUNDATION
(UNITED METHODIST)

WELCOME PARTY
WEDNESDAY SEPT. 2
4:00plll-6:0'0 pni

GOT PROBLEMS \VITH:
Landlords?
Srudent Government seeks to provide
Insurance?
students
at the University of Central Florida
Contracts?
with Legal services in matters affecting their
The Police? ~;·~lfare as students. Services provided include
tenant, ·· consumer,
and
landlord
discrimination problems. Also, no.n criminal
traffic cases, divorce, conversion of pr<>perty,
and name change transactors.
Our program offers legal advice, consultation and document drafting free of
charge to students in need of services. Call
215-2538 or stop by S.C. 210 for more information or an appoinment.

COAST TO COAST

OPEN 8AM-10PM
SAT. ·SAM·.6 PM
MASTER CARD & VISA
TOWING SERVICE

PIZZA&COKE
.

STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS LOUNGE
STIJDENT CENTER/ACROSS FROM MNLBOXES
ALL NEW &·RETURNING STUDENTS WELCOME

...
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We've Made It Possible For You 'T o Own A Home •••
.

.

... So Why Pay Rent?
ALLENDALE BUILDERS
Is Now Building Ne~ ~omes From Only 847,900 (1200 sq. It.+)
Only5Miles North ofU.C.F.
3 _Flnanee Plaits Available/Builder Finaneiug or Trade
Call Today & Put Rent SS ht:to Equity SS and Tax SavinJfs
You_Will Be Happy You Called
Recommended By:
Jerry Boyles-State Certified Real Estate Instructor
Idea Endorsed By:
Paul Simon-President of TNT Corp., Modesto, Calif. ·

ALLENDALE BUILDERS
· lflek Buttitta, Owner

859~8393

-N eed a temporary or part-time job?
Kelly Health Care· employee~
• RN's

•Nursing Assistants

• LPN's

. •Homemaker/Companions

Kelly Health Care offers days & schedules of your choiCe.
Home care & staffing situations

1

.

Call for information.

.

1221 Lee Road • Suite 208 • Orlando

.293-3316

Say Hello To The .New Kid

On Campus. SunBank 24.
fl:!,~.!!!!!,~.!!:.~1=1~,=r~-

i!i !iEEH

We're seI)ding our automated teller to college
And we hope yoµ'll give it a .warm welcome. We don't
expect SunBank 24 to make the Dean's List even though
it speaks both English and Spanish and is very good with
figures. But we do think our avtomated teller will be very
popular with UCF students, faculty and staff.
SunBank 24 will be taking lip residence on the grassy
triangle south of the Classroom Building, so you'll
never have to leave campus to do your banking. You
can use SunBank 24 to get cash, make deposits and
payments, transfer funds and get account balances.
Press a few buttons and your banking is done,
leaving you time for more important activities
'(like studying, eating pizza and meeting members
of the opposite sex). And like many students,
SunBank 24 never sleeps. You can bank when you
want to - 24 hours a day, seven day? a week.
When you're away from campus, you'll find
over"30 convenient SunBank 24 locations in the
tri-county area that let you perform the same banking
transactions our on-campus outomated teller offers. And
when you're traveling, you can get cash in
a hurry at over 100 SunBank 24
locations statewide. So visit your
nearest Sun Bank today and ask
for your SunBank 24 card, free
with your checking account.
Then-, in .mid-September, say hello
to 24-hour banking cdnv-enience
at UCF. SunBank 24.

Sun Bank, N.A.
Member FDIC

©1981 Sun Banks of Florida, Inc.

..

